


Kitsch in Nostalgic Albums

Fig 1: Mini Rachael in relative’s Chinatown flat

Fig 2: Birthday celebration, ‘89

Fig 3: Birthday cake for Sheryll, 7 years old

Make Do

All over the place but they some-
how go together. Every chair has 
its own personality. No differentia-
tion between garment fabric and in-
terior fabric. “Carcasses” adapted 
as object coverings. Red cloth on 
the left has a very makeshift feel, 
looks papery. The vase on the altar 
looks 2D, cut in half. The flowers 
in the vase looks acidic and fake. 
 

Same same, but different 

Cake is a full cream sculpture, looks 
like marble. Radioactive flowers 
packaged like presents, squashed in 
plastic tubing, arranged thereafter in 
a bouquet. Condensation visible from 
the tube. Stylised flowers and butterfly 
symbols ties various objects together. 
 

Alternate Fantasy

Classic 2000s birthday cake 
from local bakery (the kind u 
select from the book). Slight-
ly oily cream icing, a cookie for a 
bridge and toothpaste blue lake.
Dwarfs have a semblance of a face. 
Overall very simplified and flat, dump-
ling heads with hoodies? Confusing 
geographically — snowy grounds but 
with palm trees. Very sad grass from 
whip cream dollops. Huge strawber-
ries, larger than life, dumped in ra-
dioactive, swimming pool water. Is 
that a purple dog / deer and a prince? 



Kitsch in Nostalgic Albums

Fig 4: Misshapen paper mache people of un-
known nationalities, public art exhibition

Fig 5: Ice sculptures at ballroom dinner func-
tion, could be late ‘80s or ‘90s

Fig 6: Newly weds in HDB wedding chamber, 
possibly Rachael’s distant relatives, ‘80s

Proudly botched

Attempting to celebrate multiculturalism 
but very badly done. Boxy human forms, 
simplistic facial features and unnatural 
sitting postures. The darker skinned 
men are significantly less well portrayed. 
The combination of ‘Matisse’ coloured 
tableware, discoloured food and peo-
ple rendered mostly in primary colours 
clash and come across disconcerting.  

Grandiose till 23:59

A blatant depiction of grandeur. Peg-
asus ice sculptures are perched 
amongst an artificial forest of red 
blooms, arching leaves and platters 
of pink ham, resting atop luscious 
drapes of red fabric. Synonymous of 
formal ballroom functions and cele-
brations in the late ‘80s. However, 
the temporality of the melting ice, 
cookie cutter decor elements that 
are recycled for any event almost 
immediately undercuts the fantasy.  
 

Special for you 

Picture perfect newly weds in typi-
cal Western wedding attire pose for 
a classic portrait. The atmosphere of 
fresh-faced, exuberant romance is 
mirrored by the nauseatingly pink walls 
and feminine fixtures (though more 
suited for a young girl). The bride’s 
veil explodes from her hair in a frothy 
mass, with vigorously beaded flower 
headband. It has a life of its own.  The 
combination of tulle, lace and satin is 
artificially indulgent but captivating. 
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Fig 7: Christmas in Singapore mall, Rachael’s mother, 
possibly late ‘80s

Fig 8: Yellow elephant ride, Sheryll at 6 years old

In the mood for Christmas

Typical festive backdrop seen across shopping 
malls in Singapore. It is predominantly flat white, 
a Singaporean interpretation of snowy winters 
evocative of Christmas. This atmosphere is ren-
dered with a broad stroke simplicity, employ-
ing minimal materials like cotton wool and cotton 
wool with a DIY craft approach, but blown up on 
a huge scale. Although the Snowman has the fa-
miliar features intact (hat, button eyes, scarf and 
carrot nose), he has a chilling presence, due to his 
slightly too skinny profile and vacant expression. 
 

Fast and furious 

Pictured here are the basic components of Singapore carnival at-
tractions (a.k.a Uncle Ringo), reduced to a minimal scale due to the 
space restrictions of the mall. Typical Western symbols like Hot Air 
Balloon, beach umbrella and Disney icons (Donald and Daisy Duck) 
are mish-mashed and re-interpreted for the local Singaporean audi-
ence. Forms are, distorted in scale and form, rendered in ultra-bright 
colours and all plastered with the same high gloss finishing synony-
mous with the Pasar Malam aesthetic. The yellow elephant motor car 
lacks a precise finish compared to its green and white counterpart. 
The elephant’s form has been contorted unnaturally and casually, 
to accommodate the car seat and engine. Spray painted without a 
stencil, the bleed marks everywhere add to its pervasive cheapness. 



 No. Adjective Materials / Tech-
niques Effects References

1 Squishy Quilted/inflatable

-Protrusive, 3D-like. 

-Conveys a floaty jelly-ness when transparent.

-When opaque, it creates an illusion of bounce that 
makes you curious to touch it 

2 Cuddly Cotton wool, polyester 
stuffing

-Clumped together

-Mimics the frothiness of clouds, snow, Santa’s 
beard, and the comfort of a soft toy

3 Stretchable Silicone, Latex, Slime

-Latex: Colourful tubing contorted into a myriad of 3D 
shape & forms eg. Balloons

-Silicone: Child-friendly (no sharp points), the result-
ing objects are squishy, malleable

-Slime: Gooey, often in bright shades, mimics pud-
dles, can form globular shapes 

4 Glossy/Metallic Aluminium Foil, Satin

-Aluminum foil: mimics the sheen of metal-like sur-
faces eg. mirrors, stainless steel 

-Malleable, compacted to form 3D structures

-Satin: Mimics the luxurious fluidity of silk on skin, 
but far cheaper



 No. Adjective Materials / Tech-
niques Effects References

5 Transparent
Resin, plastic, pvc, ice 

-Mimics the lustre and fragility of glass and crystal 
but unbreakable. 

-Can be handled roughly, scratches easily

6 DIY
Leftovers of any kind / 

‘Make do’ 

-Tendency to look homemade and unrefined

-Earnest in a botched way 

-Kindergarten decor: sugar paper cut-out shapes, 
bubble text, friendly animals

-Art projects: Paper mache, decoupage structures 
with glossy varnish, spray painted but blurry

7 Clashing

Radioactive colours, chunky 
florals, ethnic prints

-Latex: Colourful tubing contorted into a myriad of 3D 
shape & forms eg. Balloons

-Silicone: Child-friendly (no sharp points), the result-
ing objects are squishy, malleable

-Slime: Gooey, often in bright shades, mimics pud-
dles, can form globular shapes 

8 Botched
Cakes, plastic / clay figu-

rines, soft toys

-A poor portrayal of the intended subject matter. 

-Deformed, poorly painted, off-scale, overly simplified 

-Appears funny, threatening or even monstrous  


